
A lthough growth has slowed down a bit in recent 
times, energy drinks remain an outstanding 
non-alcoholic beverage subcategory in Navy 

Exchange Service Command (NECOM) stores.
NEXCOM Beer and Beverage Buyer Jeff Baker 

reported that unlike prior years, when energy drink 
sales would increase in strong double digits per-
centage-wise, fiscal 2013 sales of these beverages 
posted just a single-digit percentage increase. Sales 
for the subcategory reached $18.55 million in fiscal 
2013, a 1.59-percent increase versus prior year sales 
of $18.26 million. 

CATEGORY MANAGEMENT
Asked about the exchange service’s approach to 

setup, maintenance and replenishment of displays, 
Baker said “Planograms are important in the beverage 
area, and they are important in the merchandising 
of energy drinks.

“Planograms are developed to optimize space 
to sales,” Baker said. “All energy drinks are deliv-
ered by local direct store delivery (DSD) vendors. 
Stores work with vendors to set up service levels 
and ordering to maintain stock. Our total beverage 
planograms are developed by our category man-
ager and then reviewed and approved by us, and our 
category manager handles all beverage categories.”

With energy drinks having passed under some 
scrutiny in recent years, Baker said NEXCOM’s 
assortment is controlled by the buying team for all 
locations, and, “We are in constant communications 
with our manufacturers on any issues that arise, and 
all information is provided from the buying team 
to the stores.”

Expanding Assortments and Sales

In Limited Space

With energy drinks comprising a major portion 
of his categories, the buyer has projected for sales of 
the beverage and beer areas he oversees to increase 
by a cumulative 2 percent in fiscal 2014.
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‘Planograms are developed to optimize space to sales. 
All energy drinks are delivered by local direct store deliv-
ery (DSD) vendors. Stores work with vendors to set up 
service levels and ordering to maintain stock. Our total 
beverage planograms are developed by our category 
manager and then reviewed and approved by us, and 

our category manager handles all beverage categories.’

— NEXCOM Beer and Beverage Buyer Jeff Baker
TOP SELLERS

Fiscal 2013 was another successful sales year for 
energy drinks. NEXCOM’s best-sellers list contains 
some of the most popular brands and items in the 
world of the subcategory (see chart). 

NEW ITEMS
Baker said that with the overall focus on health 

in the military, the sugar-free lines of energy drinks 
have been a focus. Several zero-calorie and low-
carb entries ranked among the top 20 unit sellers, 
signaling weight management as factoring strongly 
in patrons’ purchasing decisions.

“Monster expanded on its very successful Zero Ultra 
with an Ultra Red and a Ultra Blue, and Rockstar has 
also launched a Pure Zero line of flavors,” he noted, 
adding that these products are all in the 16-oz. size.

 
FISCAL 2014

Looking at the remainder of fiscal 2014, Baker says 
energy drink sales growth has slowed down, “and I 
would expect [sales to be] flat to slightly up for 2014.”

NEXCOM Fiscal 2013
Best-Selling Energy Drinks 

By Unit Volume

  1) Monster (16 oz., can)
  2) Monster Zero Ultra (16 oz., can)
  3) Red Bull (8.4 oz., can)
  4) Red Bull (12 oz., can)
  5) Red Bull (16 oz., “super sleek” can)
  6) Monster Lo-Carb (16 oz., can)
  7) Monster Absolutely Zero (16 oz., can)
  8) Monster Rehab Tea + Lemonade + 
      (16 oz., can)
  9) Monster Mega (24 oz., can)
10) Rockstar (16 oz., can)
11) MTN DEW Amp Boost (16 oz., can)
12) Red Bull (20 oz., can)
13) Red Bull Blueberry Blue Edition (8.4 oz., can)
14) Red Bull Cranberry Red Edition (8.4 oz., can)
15) Monster Import (18.6 oz., can)
16) NOS Passion Fruit (16 oz., can)
17) Monster Mega Lo-Carb (24 oz., can)
18) Monster Java Loca Moca Coffee + Energy 
      (15 oz., can)
19) Monster Java Mean Bean Coffee + Energy 
      (15 oz., can)
20) Monster Ultra Blue (16 oz., can)
 

Source: NEXCOM

NEXCOM’s assortment of energy drinks, including those 
displayed at NNSY Portsmouth, Va., shown here, continues 
to pack a sales punch in the exchange service’s stores.
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